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Abstract 
Using a neural network model of boundary segmentation and reset, Francis, Grosc;bcrg, and 
Mingolla (1994) linked the percept of persistence to the duration of a boundary c;cgrnen-
tation after stimulus offset. ln particular, the rnodel c;imulated the decrease of persic;tence 
duration with an increase in Btimulus duration and luminance. 1'hc present article reveals 
further evidence for the neural mechanisms used by the theory. Simulations show that the 
rnodel reset signals generate oricnta.tional aftcrirnages, such as the iVlac:Kay effect, when the 
reset. signals can be grouped by a subsequent boundary c;egmentation that generates illnsory 
contours throngh them. Sirnulations alc;o show that the sarnc rncchanisrns explain properties 
of residual traces, which increase in duration with stirnulus duration and luminance. 'l'he 
rnodellrereby dic;closes previously unsuspected mechanistic links between data about persis-
tence and aJterimages, and helps to clarify the sornetimes controversial isc;ues surrounding 
distinctions between persistence, residual traces, and afterimages. 
Key Words: vic;ual persistence, rec;idual traces, afterimages, scgrncntation, neural network, 
visual cortex, Boundary Contour Systern 
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1 Introduction 
Grossberg (J9D I) qualitatively ana.lyzed a ncnral model of emergent boundary segmenta-
tion, called the Boundary Contour System (BCS), and noted that the positive feedback in 
the model, which helps to select correct groupings and rnaintain their coherence, could also 
. . 
cause smearing in response to changing images. This analysis identified a rnechanism to reset 
the positive feedback aDd noted how reset signals generated at. stimulus offset could control 
smearing. Francis, Grossberg, and Mingolla (1994) quantitatively sirnulatcd the BC:S model 
and showed that a key process governing the persistence of visual percepts is the tirne taken 
to reset a segrnentation. 'fhis analysis explained characteristics of illusory contour persis-
tence (Meyer and Ming, 1988), effects of orientation-specific adaptation (Meyer, Lawson, 
and Cohen, 1975), spatial rnasking (Farrell, Pavel, and Sperling, 1990), and inverse relation-
ships between persistence and stimulus lUJninance and duration (Bowen, Pola, and !Vlatin, 
1.974). Francis (1994) simulated the rnoclcl to explain relationships between persistence and 
interstimulus intervals of rnasking stirnuli (Castet, 199·1). Francis and Grossberg (199;'5) fur-
ther developed the rnodcl to show how persistence inllucnces percepts of apparent motion, 
including int.erattribute a.ppa.rcnt motion (Cavanagh, Arguin, and von Griinau, 1989; von 
Griinau, 1979) and Korte's Laws (I<olers, 1972; l<ortc, 1915; Neuhaus, 19~10). 
'l'he current work suggests that the reset. signals necessary to prevent srnearing of seg-
. . 
mcntations, which were described in Francis el al. (1994), can create afterirnage percepts. 
We identify two sets of psychophysical data that rna.tch the properties of these reset signals. 
'I'he first data set identifies orientationaJ afterimages. 'I'he second data set identifies residual 
traces, which are sometimes found in studies of visual pcrsi:;t.ence. We argue that both ef-
fects arise out of a need to reset resonating segmentations in a neural network for boundary 
segrnentation. ln addition, we explain why rnany persistence studies fail t.o find evidence 
of residual traces. Our analysis hereby sheds some light on why the relationship between 
persistence per se and the residual effects which sornetirncs occur in a persistence paradigm 
have been so controversial. 'fhc next. sections discuss the data in more detail. 
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1.1 Orientational afterimages 
lvlacKay ( 1957) reported an orientational afterimage after viewing a set of concentric outline 
circles for several seconds and then looking at a blank scrccm. The afterimage consists of a 
perceived radial form (Figure 1). Similarly, viewing a set of radial lines, passing through a 
common center point, produce;; a circularly organized afterimage. 
- Figure 1 -
1.2 Residual traces 
A common problem for psychophysical studies of dynamic vision is to avoid retinal aJterirn-
ages. If subjects can perform a task by taking wlva.ntage of retinal a.ftcrirnaget~, t.hc task will 
not measure the duration of persisting representations of the original percept. This is irn-
porta.nt for studies of visual persistence because the duration of retinal aft.crirna.ges is known 
to increa0e with stirnulus lurninance and duration (Brown, 1965). In contra0t, many studies 
of visual persistence that clo not produce retinal aJtcrimagcs show that. persistence decrcao;cs 
with stirnulus lmninance and dnrat.ion (sec the review on lurninance effects by DiLollo and 
Bischof, 199:"i). 
It is irnportant to distinguish between Btudies that. probably produce retinal afterirnages 
and those that do not because there has been a heated debate arnong researchers of pcrsis·· 
tcnce about whether persistence duration increases or decreases with ;;tirnulus lurninance and 
duration. Long and hit~ colleagues (e.g., Long, HJ80) argued (following Hawkin0 and Shul· 
man, 1979) that there exist two types of persistence signals. 'J'ype I signals were claimed to 
be inversely related to stimulus lurninance a.nd duration, while Type 2 signals were claimed 
to be clirectly rcla.tccl t.o the same variables. In a series of experirncnts using probe displays, 
Long ancl colleagues tried to explore the properties of Type 2 signals. However, those clforts 
have been strongly eriticizccl (Di Lollo, 198;1; lrwin and Yeomans, 1986; Di Lollo, Clark 
and Hogben, 1988; Di Lollo and Bischof, 1995) because it is likely that subjects' results 
were based upon retinal afterimages, rather than persistence of the original percept. Such 
criticisn1 appears justified, as many of the ;;tuclics used very intense stirnuli, dark-adapted 
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subjects, or both. 
On (.he other hand, there arc a few :;tudics that were unlikely to involve retinal aftcrirnages 
but :;t.ill :;how incrca:;cs in pcrsistenn; with increases in stimulus luminance and/or duration 
(Long and Sakitt, 1981; Long and iV!cCarthy, 1982; Long and Wur:;t, 1984). In the study by 
Long and McCarthy (1982), subjects participated in two different versions of an experiment. 
Using probe a:;ynchrony measures (reaction time measures produced sirnilar results), subject:; 
first judged the J!Crccivcrl ofJ>et of the visual irnagc. For these judgments, t.he data (rcploltt'd 
in Figure 2a.) show inverse effect:; between persistence and stimulus duration and luminance. 
In a second test, the same subjects judged the di:;appearance of any perceived residual 
trace. For these judgments the data (replott.ed in Figure 2b) show a direct effect of stirnulus 
duration and luminance on duration of residual traces. Long and McCarthy (1982) argue that 
residual traces provide a rnorc cornplete description of t.he properties of visual persi;;tence. 
- Figure 2 -
Critics of these expcrinwnts (Di Lollo, 19811; Irwin and Ycornans, 1986a; Di Lollo and 
Bischof, I 995) argued that the pro])(~·· rnatching and reaction tirnc mcasureo arc unreliable ami 
cannot be trusted to draw conclusions about persistence. Such caution is to be cotmnendccl, 
given that direct relationships between persistence and stirnulus lnrninancc and duration 
appear only with certain measures and then only under certain conditions. Other rncasurcs 
of pcr:;istcnce, such as form-integration studies, find no evidence of residual traces, even 
though it appears such traces would help subjects perform their experirncntal task. 'J'lnt:;, 
direct relationships rnust be regarded as secondary to the properties of persistence mrd should 
be distinguished frorn the persi;;ting percept rneasured with other techniques. 
However, to argue that a set of data cannot be directly compared to other sets of data. 
docs not. explain the original data. Even though the residual traces measured by Long 
and !VlcCarthy (1982) cannot be considered as measmcs of persisting percepts, they rernain 
properties of dynarnic vision that rnodcls of visual perception need to explain. lnclced, lhc 
ability to explain data on the fringes of a research dornain provides strong support for a 
model that can also explain the main efFects. 
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We agree with the above critics that the properties of residual traces found by Long 
and lVIcCartby ( HJS2) should not be taken as properties of visual persistence pcr sc. 'vVe 
;;uggest that residual traces are more properly viewed as a type of cortical afterirna.ge. More-
over, we suggest that residual traces have a close relationship to persistence cla.ta, not as 
signals responsible for persistence, but as correlated signals that help to shorten persisting 
signals. 'I'his close relationship cannot easily be understood or even described without a 
model that sumnHu-izcs the tcrnporaJ unfolding of the underlying visual process. The next 
section describes such a model and its dynarnic properties. 
'l'he sinmlations reported in this article usc the identical equations and pararnetcrs that 
were used in Francis d al. (19911) to sirnulatc data about persistence and in Francis and 
Grossberg (1995) to simulate data about form-rnotion interactions. Our goal in all these 
studies is to show that the same model mechanisms qualitatively reproduce all of these 
data., without a. change of parameters, in order to support our conceptual argurncnts about 
tire meaning of these data. VIc also display results of additional sirnula.tions with clill"ercnt 
pararncters to demonstrate~ tire robustness of the qualitative efFects and the fact that more 
quantitative fits arc possible within the rnodcl. A more extensive parameter search for 
quantitative data fits is premature both because the subject responses arc quite variable and 
the rnodel has been ;;ignificantly sirnplificd to rnake it computationally tractable in response 
Lo changing irnagcry. 
2 Boundary segmentation and surface representation 
2.1 Boundary segmentation by the BCS 
Grossberg (19M) and Cohen and Grossberg (198•1) introduced the Static BCS rnodcl. Gross-
berg and Mingolla. (!985a, 1 985b, 1987) developed the model to sirnulatc how the visual 
systern dct.ccts, completes, and regularizes boundary segrncntations in response to a variety 
of retinal images. Such segmentations can be cldinccl by regions of different luminance, color, 
texture, shading, or stereo signals. 'I'be Static BCS computations for single-scale nronocular 
processing consist. of a series of llltering, cornpetitive, and cooperative stages as sclrcrna.-
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tized in Figure 3 and reviewed in several reports (e.g., Grossberg, 1987a, HJ94; Grossberg, 
Mingolla, and Todorovic, 1989). 'I'he first stage, schematized as an unorientcd annulus in 
Figure :J, rnodels in perhaps the simplest possible way the shunting on-center off-surround 
interactions at the retinal and LGN levels. 'I'hcsc interactions compensa(.c for variable il-
lumination, enhance regions of local contrast in the image, cornputc Weber-law modulated 
ratio contrasts at regions of local contrast, and nonnali;.oc cell activities (Grossberg, 198~1). 
Interactions of on-center off-0nrround ON cells and off-center on-surround OFF cells are not 
needed here, but their cornplementary respon:oes to images arc modeled elsewhere (Cove, 
Grossberg, and Mingolla, 1991la, l994b; C:roosberg, Mingolla, and Williarnson, 199<1; Gross-
. . . 
berg and Wysc, 1991; Pessoa, Mingolla, and Nemnann, HJ94). 
- Figure ~l -
'I'hese model LGN cells input to pairs of likc-orientccl sirnplc cdls tha.t arc sensitive 
to opposite contrast. polarity, or clircction-of-cont.rast. The simple cell pairs, in turn, Bend 
half-wave rectified output signals to like-oriented cornplex cells. Complex cells hereby pool 
signals frorn sirnple cells that are sensitive to opposite contrast polarities. These opposite 
polarity half-wave rectified signals combine in such a way that cornplex cells compute a full-
wave rectified measure of oriented irnagc contrast .. In this sense, c:ornplcx cells arc rendered 
insensitive to direction-of-contrast, as arc. all subsequent cell types in the rnodel. 
Complex cells activate hypcrcomplex cells through an OrH:enter ofF-surround network 
(first competitive stage) who0c ofF-smronnd carries out an endstopping opc)ratiorr. In this 
way, complex ce.ll0 excite hypcrcomplcx ce.lls of the sarnc orientation and position, while 
inhibiting hypercornplex cells of the sarne orientation at nearby positions. One role of this 
spatial corn petition is to spatially sharpen the ncura.l responses to oriented lurninancc edges, 
especially at line ends. Another role is to initiate the process, called end culling, whereby 
boundaries arc formed that abnt a. line end at orientations perpendicular or oblique to the 
orientation of the line itself (Grossberg, 1987a; Crossbcrg and iV[ingolla, 1985b). 
'J'he signals frorn cornplex cells to hypercornplex cells arc multiplied, or gated, by habitua-
tive chcrnical transmitters. 'J'hese habituativc gates help (.o reset boundary segmentations in 
response to rapidly changing irnagery, as discussed below. 'I'hc hypercornplex cello input to 
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a competition aero:;:; orientations at each po:;ition (second competitive stage) among higher-
order hypcrcomplex cells. This competition acts to sharpen up orientationaJ respon:;e:; at 
each position, ancl to work with the habituativc gates to re:;et boundary segrnentations, as 
cliscussecl below. 
Output from the higher-order hypereornplex cells feed into cooperative bipole cells that 
initiate long-range boundary grouping and completion. Bipole cell:; fire only if both of their 
receptive field:; are surricienl.ly activated by appropriately oriented hypercornplex cell inputs. 
Bipole cells hereby realize a type of long-range cooperation arnong the output:; of active 
hypercornplcx cells. For example, a hori~ontal bipolc cell, as in Figure :l, i:; excited by 
activation of hori~ontal hypcrcomplex cells that input to its horizontally oriented receptive 
field:;. i\ horiwntal bipole cell is al:;o inhibited by activation of vertical hypercoruplcx cells. 
Bipole cells were predicted to exist in Cohen and Gro:;sberg (19811) and Gros:;berg (19811) 
short.ly before cortical cells in area V2 with similar propcrtie:o were reported by von dcr 
Heydt, Petcrhans, and Baurngartncr (J 981 ). At around the time of the von dcr llcydt c! a/ 
report, Gros:obcrg and JV!ingolla (l985a, 1985b) nsed bipolc cell properties to sinrulatc and 
explain a. variety of data abont illnsory contour forrnation, neon color :opreading, and text nrc 
segregation. 'J'hcse :;arne properties play a role in our explanations of apparent motion of 
illuoory contours and interattribute apparent motion (Francis and Gros:obcrg, 19%). 
Bipolc cells generate feedback signals to like~oriented hypcrcomplex cells. 'I'he:;e feed-
back :oignals help to create and enhance spatially ancl orientationally con:oistent bonnclary 
groupings, while inhibiting inconsi:;tent ones. ln particular, bipolc cell feedback excites 
bypercomplex cells at Uw :oarne orientation and position while inhibiting cells at nearby 
positions. Ilypercornplex boundary signals with the rno:;t cooperative support from bipole 
grouping thereupon further excite the corresponding bipole cells. 'J'bis cycle of bott.om~~up 
and top-clown interaction between hypcrcornplcx cell:o and bipolc cell:; rapidly converges to 
a final boundary segmentation. Feedback among bipole cell:; and hypcrcomplex cells hereby 
drives a. reoonant coopc:rativc-cornpetitive decision process that cornplctcs the statistically 
rno:ot. favored boundaries, suppresses lcs:; favored boundaries, and coherently bind:; togctlwr 
appropriate feature combinations in the irnage. 
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2.2 Surface representation by the FCS 
'I'he boundary segmentation of the BCS works with a c:ornplcmcntary surface representation 
system c:allccllhe Feature Contour System (FCS) .. Because BCS output signals pool opposite 
contrast polarities, they do not carry a perceptually visible signal. They gain visibility 
by interacting with the FCS. BCS output signals to the FCS define region boundaries. 
Signa.!;; from the model LGN activate a diffusion process within the FCS which fill;;- in surface 
properties like brightness, color, a.ncl depth within these boundaries. 
Figure 4 summarizes ;;orne key steps in the process whereby BCS signals "capture" or 
bind FCS signals [or filling-in of surface representations. This binding process is illustrated 
through a.n analysis of percepts of binocular rivalry (Grossberg, 1987b). 'J'hc FCS consists of 
separate monocular rdinal ancl LGN pathways corresponding to inputs frorn the right or left. 
eye. Jn Figure 4, the right eye receives stimulation frorn a.lrori?-ontally oriented grating, while 
the left eye receives stimulation frorn a. vertically oriented grating. Under such conditions, 
subjects report. seeing either a. vcrt.ica.l grating or a lrorizonta.J grating, but they do no(. sec 
both at the sarne tirnc in the sa.rne location (l<a.ufman, 1971 ). 
- Figure 11 -
'l'hc I•'CS contains opponent and doublc-opjlonent ON cell and OFF cell stages that 
respond to spatial changes in lunrina.ncc a.nd color. 'flrcsc are indicated by the on--center ofF. 
surround receptive fielcl at the side of each such sclrerna.tizcd :;ta.ge. 'I'he FCS also contains 
filling-in domains where these center-surround responses difFuse within regions defined by 
the spatial organization of boundary signalc; fronr the BCS. Cross--shaped structures of cells 
nrark these stages, indicating that tire activity of the center cell difruscs to the surrounding 
cells, a.ncl vice versa .. The presence of a. boundary signa.! restricts this diffusion process. As 
a result, a set of boundary signals can contain the diffusion of FCS signals, and prevent it 
frorn spilling into regions outside the boundary signals. 
Input fronr each eye contributes to the creation of BCS boundary signals. 'I'Jrcse BCS 
boundaries attempt to fuse signals from both eyes to generate a boundary representation 
that is sensitive to the relative depths of objects fronr the observer. In response to left and 
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right eye inputs that are mutually perpendicular, fusion cannot occur. Instead, binocular 
rivalry in initiated by the orientational competition (second competitive stage, Figure 3) 
among the hyperccnnplex cell:,;. When the winning hypercomplex cells interact with the 
cooperative bipole cells, they generate a boundary segrncntation within each region that 
favors the horizontal grating or the vertical grating a(. any location and time, and :,;uppre:,;ses 
the other one. 
C:ro:,;:,;berg (1987b, 1994) modeled how this selection takes pla.ce and how rivalrous per-
cepts emerge through tirnc. For present purposes, :,;uppo:,;e that the IlCS generates boundaries 
consic;tent with the horizontal grating of the right eye. 'l'hese BCS boundaries interact with 
each monocular pathway of the Fc:s at the Jirst filling-in stage. For the right eye pathway, 
the spatial organization of the binocular boundary signals and the monocular FCS c;ignals 
are similar. 'I'he filling-in domains are designed so that filling-in is activated when the BCS 
and FCS signal;; arc spatially aligned in thi;; way. As a rcc;ult, a visible surface representation 
of horizontal bare; fills·· in only within the filling-in dornain who:,;c relative depth corresponds 
to that of the active BCS boundaric:,;. The left eye pathway produces a different result. Here, 
the FCS rnonocular signals are spatially organized into vertical bars, but the binocular BCS 
c;ignals arc spatially organized ac; horizonta.l bars. As a result, at the filling-in ;;tagc of the 
ldt eye pathway, the FCS ;;ignals diffuse throughout the stage, both inside a.ncl outside the 
regions delineated by the BCS signals. 
'J'hc difference between the filling-in events corresponding to the right and left cyc)S pro-
duces clrarnaticaJ!y different responses at the next FCS stage of each pathway. For the right 
eye pathway, the on-center ofl'-c;urround cells of the next stage respond to contrast bound-
aries of the filled-in activities. 'I'he resulting responses look similar to the responses produced 
at the first on-center oil'-surround stage in the right eye pathway. 'I'hc BCS signab hereby 
capture FCS data of the horizontal grating for subsequent processing. 'J'he response;; to 
the filled-in activities of the ldt eye pathway are quite different. Here the activities in the 
filling-in st.a.ge of the left eye pathway have spread out to cover the c.ntirc spatial extent. of 
the irnage. 'J'he on-center off-surround and opponent interactions between ON a.ncl OFF cells 
inhibit all outputs. 'I'he BCS signals hereby delete FCS data of the horizontal grating from 
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subsequent processing. 
Both the left eye and right eye pathways feed into a binocular stage of filling-in at which 
perceived surface brightness is represented. llcre, the binocular boundary signals again define: 
the regions that contain the diffusion of FCS signals. Since the left eye l•'(;S pathway does 
not register the vertical inputs of the left eye, the resulting spatial organintion of activities 
at the binocular filling-in stage looks like a horizontal grating at the appropriate relative 
depth frorn the observer. 'l'hc FCS activities in the left eye pathway make no contribution 
to the binocular percept even though they generate large inputs to the first stages of model 
cortical processing. 
At times when the BCS generates vertical boundaries that arc consistent with the grating 
presented to the left eye, then the ;;arne BCS-FCS interaction:; pick out the FCS response:; to 
the vertical grating and suppress the responses to the horizontal grating. T'hus, the boundary 
signals of the BCS arc capable of selectively capturing the FCS signals to produce a surface 
percept of Forrn-And-Color-And-DEpth, or .FACADE. As is shown below, the ability o[ the 
HCS to capture or bind FCS signals controls the persistence of perceived brightness. 
2.3 The dynamics of boundary and surface reset 
'J'lw positive feedback within the hypcrcmnplcx-bipolc feedback loop of the BCS is criti· 
cal for selecting sharp boundary groupings and inhibiting weaker ones, but it also creates 
hystcresi:; that could, if left unchecked, lead to undesirably long boundary persistence after 
stimulus offset, and thus to uncontrolled image srncaring in response to image motion (Burr, 
1980). Jn particular, each cell in the BCS has its own local clynarnics involving activation 
by inputs and passive decay (of the order of ten simulated rnilliseconds). However, the exci· 
tatory feedback loop dorninatcs the temporal aspects of the BCS. i\s shown in Francis ci a!. 
( l9~J!l ), when inputs (lmninance edges or illusory contour inducers) feccl into tlw BCS, they 
trigger reverberatory interactions that, if left unchecked can last for hunclrecls of simulated 
milliseconds. 
1'his is true because hypercomplcx and bipole cell activities at a particular position and 
orientation decay away only when bipole cell output centered at the sanre position and 
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orientation weakens. Since bipole cell activation depends on input:; to both receptive fields, 
bipole activation near the ends of contours weakens first after input:; shut oJF. As these bipolc 
cells lose activation, so do all other cells of the same orientation and position. This decay 
causes more bipole cell activitie:; to decay, which continues the process. 'I'he net effect of 
these spatial and temporal interactions is that boundary activities erode from contour ends 
to the contour middle (see Francis cl a!., J 9911). McFarland (J 9G:3) has reported analogous 
data. 
Figure 5 summarizes a simulation of boundary signa.] erosion. Figure ;)a shows the stim-
ulus presented to the system, a bright square on a. clark background. Figures :3b-cl show 
the boundary signal response to the luminance edges of the stirnulus at successive moments 
beyond stirmrlus offset. Tire figure:; :;how the erosion of bonndary signals from tire corners 
of tbe stirnulus to the middles of the contours. 
- Figure 5 -
Figure (i surnmari1-es how tire erosion of boundaries at stimulus offset re:;ults in an un-
binding of monocular FCS signals and the di:;appea.rance of a binocular brightnc:;s percept. 
Figure Ga. scbcmatizcs the systcmr response just aJtcr :;timulus offset, as in Figure 5b. 1'hc 
boundaries continue to bind FCS activities, and to prodncc a response in the binocular FCS 
filling-in dornain. Figure Gb scbcmatizes tire c;ystcm responc;c after BCS boundaries have 
eroded somewhat, as in Figure 5c. Here, the boundaries bind some FCS activities and pro-
duce a binocular FCS response, although not as strong or a.c; sharply delineated as before. 
Figure Gc schematiy,es the syc;tcrn response at a still later point in time, when the boundary 
erosion is almost cornpletc, as in Figure 5d. Here, the bonndaries cannot bind any FCS 
activities, and thus, there is no binocular FCS response. 
- Figure 6 -
Since the activities of the binocular FCS filling-in domain correspond to a subject's 
perception of stimulus brightness, the tirne of disappearance of these activities corresponds 
to tire offset of the stirnulus brightness. 'I'hc tirnc between physical offset of tire stirrrulun 
and the disappearance of FCS activities corresponds to measures of visual persistence of the 
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brightness percept. 'I'he dynamical nature of binding by the BCS controls the disappearance 
of the binocular FCS activities. 'fhc rate of erosion among the boundary signals controls the 
dynamics of the binding process. 'J'hus, visual persistence correlates with the erosion of the 
boundary signals. In particular, when the boundaries of an edge erode to such a degree thai, 
they no longer bind FCS monocular activities, then the binocular FCS activities disappear. 
T'hur:, visual persistence is related to the duration of nc:s signalo. This rncasurc was used 
by Francis el a/. (1994), ancl Francis (19911) to explain properties of visual persistence. 
2.4 Reset signals and gated dipoles 
As noted above, systems with visual persistence need to avoid image smearing. 'I'he problem 
for the HCS is to acccleratc the boundary erosion and unbinding of feature signals in re-
sponr:e to rapidly changing irnagery. More generally, the BCS needs to usc resonant feedback 
to maintain segrnentations of unmoving scenic objects, even as it actively resets segnwnta-
tions corresponding to rapidly changing scenic objects. 'fhc net effect is to control image 
smearing in a fonn-scnsitivc way. llcrnarkably, the sarne BCS mechanisms that create res .. 
onant bonmla.rics also reset thcrr1. '1\vo types of mechanisms maintain the desired tradeofr 
between resonance and rec;et. One rncchanisrn is the lateral inhibition that converts complex 
cells into hypercornplc.x cells via enclstopping (first compcl,itivc stage, Figure :l). Its role is 
described in Francis cl a/. (1994) and Francis (1991, 19~J5a., 1995b). 'I'he other mechanism 
will be the focus of this article. It uses the oricntational competition I. hat converts rnodcl by-
percornplex cells into higher-order hypcrcomplcx cells. Consider bow this corn petition works 
between pairs of mutually perpendicular cells. Pain; of mutually pcrpendicula.r cornplex, hy-
perc:omplex, and higher-order hypereornplcx cells, clesignaLCcl in gray within Figure :1, define 
a specialized type of opponent processing circuit that Grossberg (1972) bas called a gated 
dipole. 'fbe gates in the dipole are habituativc transmitters thai. multiply signals in the 
pathways frorrr complex to bypcrcornplcx cells (square synapses in Figure :1). Such a gated 
dipole ca11 rapidly inhibit a bipole cell when its activating irnage features shut off or arc 
removed due to irnage motion. 
'I'o better sec how this works, Figure 7 shows a subset of the cells from Figure :J consisting 
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of separate pathways sensitive to the sarne position in visual space but perpendicular on-
entations. These pathways corn pete through the second cornpetitive stage of hyperc:omplex 
cells. Feeding this c:ornpetition arc inputs gated by habituative transmitters. Along with 
signa.ls frorn extemal stimuli, each input pathway receives a tonic source of activity, and 
all output signals are rectified. It is this combination of rectification, opponent cornpeti-
tion, babituative transmitter gates, and tonic input that, in a variety of specialized circuits, 
constitutes a gated dipole. At the offset of stirnulation, a gated dipole circuit generates a 
transient rebound of activity in the previously non-stimulated pathway . 
. Figure 7 -
'I'he time plot next to each cell or gate describe:; the dynamic:; of this circuit. In the case 
shown, the sharp increase and then decrease of the tinrc plot at the lower right of Figmc 7 in-
clica.t.es that an extern a.! input stimula.tcs the horizontal pathway. In response to the stronger 
signa.! being transmitted to the next level, the amount of trammrittcr in the gate inactivates, 
or habituates, during st.imulation and then rises back toward the baseline level upon c;timulus 
offset. Notice that. the inactivation and reactivation of transmitter occur rnorc slowly than 
changes in the activities of the ncmal cells. Each slowly ha.bit.ua.ting transrnit.tcr rnultiplies, 
or gates, the more rapidly varying signal in its pathway, thereby yielding net overshoots 
and under:;hoots at input. onset and ofFset., rc:;pcctivcly. Dming stirnulation, the horizontal 
channel wins t.he rectified opponent cmnpetition against the vertical channel a:; indicated in 
the top right tirnc plot. However, upon offset of the stirnula.tion to the bori~ontal channel, 
the input signal rcturnB to the baseline level but the hori2ontal transrnitter gate renrain0 
habituated below it0 baseline value. As a result, shortly after stimulus off'Bet, the ga.ted tonic 
input. in the horizontal channel bas a net signal below the baseline level. Meanwhile, the 
vertical patlrway nraintains the baseline response at all cells and gates bcl'orc the opponent 
competition. 'I'hns, when the hori~ontal channel is below the baseline activity, after stinmlus 
ofFset, the vertical channel wins the rectified opporwnt competition and produces a rebound 
of activity as shown in the top left tirnc plot. As the horizontal transmitter gate recovers 
from its habituated c;tate, the rebound signal in the vertical channel weakens and finally 
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disappears. 'I'he duration of the transient rebound thus matches the recovery rate of the 
transrnittcr from habituation. 
Figure 8 shows how this rebound of activity acts as a reset signal in the full BCS archi-
tecture. Figure Sa schematizes how inputs in a horizontal pathway excite a horizontal bipole 
cell. 'I'hrough their positive feedback to hypcrcomplex cells, these horizontal bipolc cells can 
generate hystercc:ic: that produces persistence of the c:cgrncntation. Due to the interactions 
of the gated dipole circuit, offc:et of the horizontal input generates a rebound of activity in 
the vertical pathway, which, at: Figure Sb demonstrates, inbibitc: the horizontal bipolc cell 
and decreasec: persistence. 'I'bis rec:et property speeds the erosion of boundariec: frorn contour 
ends to contour rnidcllc. 
- Figure 8 -
These properties of reset signaJs also explain why perc:istencc of static stimuli varies in-
verc:ely with stirnulus lurninance and duration (e.g., Bowen cl a!., 197tJ), why the persistence 
of illusory contours it: greater and difrcrently affected by c:l.imuluc: dmation than lurninancc 
contours (!\!!eyer and Ming, I D88), and bow orientation-specific adaptation can increase or 
decrease persistence (Meyer cl a!., 1975). Detailr; of thcc:c propertiec; arc in Francie; cl a!. 
(19Dtl). 'I'he next section shows how the properties of the reset signals correspond topsy·· 
chophyc;ica.l mcasureo of cortical aJterirnagcs. 
3 Cortical afterimages 
'I'hc prcviouc: c;cctions reviewed rnechanic:n.tc: for boundary and brightncc;s detection. Positive 
feedback in these mechanisrns produce strong hystercois, which rcq11ircs additional rnecha-
nisnr to reset the syc:tems. 'J'he gated dipole circuit provides opponent signals at c:tirnulus 
offset to reset the feedback loops activated during stirnulus onset. 'l'he functional role of 
tbec:e c:ignals is to reset perc:isting scgnwntation signals and prevent blurring and smearing 
of changing irnagcc:. 
However, c:ince the reset signals are oriented signals (with local orientation opposite that 
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of the original stimulus boundaries), we must consider whether the reset signals can form a 
new boundary segmentation. 'fhc next section shows that new segmentations generated by 
reset signals can sornet.imes give rise to oricntational afterimages. 
3.1 Orientational afterimages 
Figme 9 shows sirnulation results for a stimulus consisting of a series of concentric outline 
squares (bright lines on a clark background) presented for two (sirnulatcd) seconds (corn pare 
t.o the image in Figure 1). Dark pixel points indicate locally horizontal boundary signals, 
white pixel points iuclicatc locally vertical boundary signals, and middle gray pixel points 
indicate no strong responc;e to eit.hcr local orientation. Figmc 9a show,; the BCS response 
while the concentric square,; are present. When the c;tirnulus is present, the local and global 
orientation,; of the boundary c;ignalc; match, so t.hc sy:;tem generates appropriately oriented 
boundary signals that outline the luminance incrernentc; of the c;quarcs. Such segrncntations 
can interact with the FCS to bind color and hrightnesc; percepts within tire region,; defined 
by the segmentation contours. 
Figure 9 -
Figure 9b shows the rcsponc;e of the system 250 sirnulatcd millisccondc; after the oll'c;et 
of the lmninous outline square,;. Reset signals of locally opposite orientation have replaced 
tire boundary c;ignals responsive to the stimulus edge,;. Significant.ly, along t.he nriddlc of 
t.he dic;play there arc vertical (and horizontal) scgrncntations that respond to the vertical 
colmnn (horizontal row) of locally vertical (horizontal) reset signals. Along thec;e columns 
(or rows) the bipole cells can complete a segmentation to make a perceived crosc;-c;ha.pc. This 
scgrncnta.tion is analogous to the orientational aftcrim a.ges noted by MacKay ( 19G7). 
It is important to note that theBe c;cgrncntations clo not bind corresponding brightness or 
color pc~rcepts. Section 2..1 clec;cribccl how FCS brightncsc; and color signals arc not bound 
to rnisrnatchcd BCS segmentation,;. In this cac;c the briglrtncsc; signalii arc organized in 
horizontal rows (vertical colmnns) while the aJterirnagc segrm:nta.tions signa.ls arc organized 
in vertical columns (horizontal rowe;). 'l'his mismatch rncanc; thai. the perceived aHcrirnage 
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may not include percepts of color and brightness, but should include perceived oriented 
segmentations. This prediction corresponds to percepts of the aJtcrinmge. 
Because there is nothing to reset the segrncntat.icm generated by reset signals, the after-
image can persist for a substantial length of tirne. Figure lJc shows the syr;tcrn response 1.95 
sirnulatccl seconds after the stimulus tumecl oJI. 'I'hc cross-r;haped scgrncntation persists, 
even though (.he rernaining reset signals weaken (closer to rniddle gray). 
Interestingly., M acl\ay ( HJ5 7), 'I'aylor ( 1 958) and Schwartz ( 1980) dcscri bed hypothetical 
ncmal circuits that arc ;;imilar to the gated dipole. In tho;;e circuits, habituation and com-
petition generate local rebounds of activity in a fashion similar to the gated dipole described 
here. 'J'Ir0 BCS defines such mechanisms in a ma.tlwmatically precise way, and also has the 
ability to segment or group local orientations through a global process of cooperative and 
corilJWtitivc feedback. We suggest that it is the global feedback process that establishes the 
strong, lasting percept of the segmentation aftcrinra.ge. Moreover, while MacKay ( 1957), 
Taylor (1958) a.ncl Schwarty, (1980) hypothesized opponent mechanisrns to explain how the 
aJtcrirnage formed, they did not explain why such a circuit exists. We suggest that the 
circuit exist;; to reset. persisting segnrcntations in visual feedback circuits. 
3.2 Residual traces 
If reset signals always produced new scgrnent;ttions, they could unclcnnine their functional 
p1uposc, because rnassivc smearing would result from the aJterirna.gc scgnwntations. Fortu-
nately, reset signa.ls do not generally create new scgrnentations. Figmc 10 shows sirnulation 
results of BCS responses to a 50 millioeconcl dark square on a bright background. Figure lOa 
shows the activity and local orientation of sign air; a.t each pixel just before the visual display 
returns to the background level. 'I'bc system responds rnost vigorously along the vertical 
and horizontal luminous edges. Moreover, the local orientations rnal.ch the global oricnl.a-
tion of each edge: locally vertical boundary signals (white) align in a vertical column; locally 
horizontal boundary signals (black) align in a horizontal row. 
- Figure l 0 -
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Figure lOb shows the response of the system 4-00 sirnulatccl rnilliseconds aJter stimulus 
offset. 'l'hc only rcrnaining signals are reset signals tha.t have local orientations opposite 
the original segrncntation. Significantly, these reset signals do not generate a segrnentation 
because their local orientation is perpendicular to their global organization. 'l'hc reset signals 
along the horizontal edges of the stimulus arc now locally vertical boundary signals (white), 
and the reset signals along the vertical edges of the stimulus are locally horizontal boundary 
signals (black). T'hcsc signals inhibit, rather than excite, the horizontal and vertical bipole 
cells, respectively (sec l•'igure 8). As a result, the reset signals in this case do not generate 
a. segmentation that can bind color and brightness of the original stimulus. 
Figure J 0 codes the rclal·i1'c acl.iv·die.s of the BCS signals. The strengths of reset signals 
in Figure JOb arc substantially srnallcr than the signals in Figure lOa. H the reset. signals arc 
not too weak, they may he rccogni?,ed by object recognition ]mt.hway;; (sec Section 11), and 
referred to as a residual trace that has neither brightness, color, nor consistent orientation. 
'J'hus, for this ;;tirnulus, the reset signals inhibit the persisting ;;egmcnta.tion and do not 
generate a new segmentation. In this capacity, they efficiently prepare the system to build 
new scgrnentations without. interference from past scgrncntations. Figure 2c clmnonst.ra.tcs 
the effectiveness of the reset signals. 'J'his figure:; shows the simulated persistence of segmen-
tation signals (sec the Appendix for details on the irna.ges and equations) over the range of 
lmninances and duration:; used by Long and McCarthy (i<J82) using t.lrc sarne parameters as 
in Francis cl a!. (19~1 11). As stirnulus duration or lurninance increases, the persistence of t.hc 
hoHndary signals clecrcascs, in qualit.at.ive agrccnrcnt. with t.he data of Long and McCarthy 
(1982) shown in Figure 2a. Figure 2c shows the same qualitative effects with an alternative 
choice or parameters t.o illHstratc i,he robustncs::; of the rnodcl 's explanation of these clat.a. 
We now show that. the duration of these reset signals covaries with data on residual traces. 
'fhe reset signals generated at stinnrlus offset arc boundary signals of the locally orthogonal 
orientation, which observers may recogni%e through direct BCS object recognition pathways 
(see Section 4). We hypothcsi?,c that subjects judging the duration of residual traces observe 
the strength of the reset signals. As was noted above to explain the inverse property for 
persistence of scgrnentations, the strength of reset signals increases with stirnHirrs duration 
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and lurninancc. Since the habituated gates in the gated dipole recover at a constant rate 
(see equation (1:3) in the Appendix), a. stronger reset signa.! takes longer to passively fade 
away. 'J'hus, reset signal duration varies directly with stirnulus dmation and luminance, 
while the segmentations that they reset persist as an inverse !'unction of stimulus duration 
and luminance. Figure 2cl shows the duration of reset signals generated at stimulus offset. 
'I'he duration of these signals increases as stimulus duration or st.irnulus luminance increases, 
in qualitative agreement with the data of Long and lV!cCa.rthy (1982) shown in Figure 2b. 
Figure 2f shows the same qualita.t;ive effects with the alternative choice of parmnctcrs to 
illustrate the robustness of the rnodel 's explanation of these data .. 
Significantly, the model uses the same mechanisms to explain properties of oricntational 
a.ftcrirnages and residua.! traces. In each case, the aJterirnage is clue to reset signals that exist 
to prevent rnassive smearing. Thus, the model explains why such afterimages exist in tcnns 
of rncchanisnrs nccessa.ry to reduce visual persistence. 'I'he model hereby links oricntational 
afterimages and residual traces to properties of visual persistence and a wide range of spatial 
properties of visual perception with a cornmon model. 
3.3 Residual traces in other paradigms 
'vVhile Long and McCarthy (I 982) argued that residual traces rneasurc pcrsi:;tencc, critics 
of the study of residua.! traces have argued that they should not be considered rncasurcs of 
visual persistence. We agree with the critics on thi:; point. Visual persistence is a measmc 
of the original percept generated by the stimulus. Reset signals (and, we suggest, residual 
traces) arc activations generated by the ofFset of the stimulus. The di;;tinction is sirnilar 
to that applied to retinal aJtcrirnages, which are clearly distinct !'rom the original percept. 
Thus, while we feel residual traces should be studied in their own right, they should not be 
described a;; visual persistence. 
The;;e issues aside. we must consider whv evidence of residual traces is not found in other 
. . " 
rncasurcs of persistence. Studies of temporal integration divide a visual sti.rnulus paHern into 
small parts and distribute those p;r.rts across two irnages. Subjects view the irnages in ra.picl 
succession (possibly separated by an inter-stirnulus interval, lSI) and perform a. task that 
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requires ternporal integration of the di:oplays. For example, Hogbcn and Di Lollo (1974) used 
a display consi:oting of a 5 x 5 rnatrix and two frame:; of t.wc~lve clots each. 1'he :;ubject's task 
wa:; to report the location of the rnissing dot. among the two frarnes. As the lSI increased, 
the task bccarm~ more clifTicult and the number of correct identifications decreased. The 
percentage correct gives an indication of the persistence of the elerncnts from the leading 
display. Since the subject rnust identify the missing element. using whatever information i:; 
available, one might expect that subjects would attend to residual traces to perfonn the task. 
P:oychophysicaJ studie:;, however, indicate that as stimulus lurninance or duration inerea:;e:;, 
performance worsens, indicating shorter pcr:;i:;tencc of the clcrnent:;, and indicating that 
subjects cannot use residual traces (if they exist). 
The model explains why integration (and other) studies do not exhibit the propcrtic:; 
of residual trace:;. Since rc:oidual traces arc rc:oet :oignals that usually cannot form a new 
scgn.1entation, they arc usually uninformative for the integration tasks. i\s a result, subjects 
arc forced to rely upon integration of perceived brightness in the FCS. Since reset signals 
cannot bind FCS ;;ignals, their prc:ocncc is not rcvcalecl in those Btnclics. 
Fignrc ll schernatizes how the .1nodcl accounts for these findings. Figure I Ia shows the 
:;tim.ulus configuration and the resulting BCS and FCS signals produced by the model under 
conditions or a :ohort lSI, that is likely to allow integration. Note that in addition to the 
:;tinmlus boundaries, the BCS generates boundaries between clements that correspond to 
perceived groupings of clernents (Grossberg and Mingolla, HJ85b). 'fhese grouping bomHI-
aries coexist with the boundaries generated by lurninancc edges, but do not produce percepts 
of brightness because no FCS signa.ls exi:;t to be bound by lhe boundaries. With a short lSI, 
the BCS signals rrorn the first frarne perBist and integrate with BCS signals generated by 
the onset of the second frame. Boundaries arc thereby created between clements from both 
frames, rendering BCS signals nninformat.ive abont the location of the rnissing clement. On 
the other band the FCS nniqudy identifies the location of the rnis:;ing clcrnent because no 
FCS signal lcxist.s at that location. 
- Figure 11 
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Figure 11 b schcrnatizes BCS and FCS signals under conditions of a long lSl. During the 
lSI BCS signals generated by the leading frame erode away and are replaced by orientation-
a.lly opposite reset signals. 'I'hese reset 0ignal0 are unable to bind FCS activitie0. After onset 
of the second display, the reset signals coexist with boundaries generated by the elerncnts 
of the second dioplay. However, grouping boundaries between clements of the second frame 
"write over" :;ome of the re0ct oignal:; from the first display, and pos:;ibly over the ernpty 
space of the rnisoing clement. 'I'lms, the ncs signals arc generally uninformative about the 
location of the rnissing clement. 'I'he FCS signals are also uninformative in this display be-
cause no FCS signals from the first frame persist to integrate with the FCS signals frorn the 
second frame. 
In general, in a temporal integration display snbjc~cts must integrate brightness percepts 
to perform the task, and FCS signal:-; coding brightness do not reveal the presence of reset 
signa.ls (residual traces). Thus, the rnodel predicts that any task that depends on judging 
offset of the brightness percept will not find evidence of residual traces. .Judgrnentc; of 
perceived brightness olf0et are, we suspect, the norm in studies of visual persistence. 
llowcvcr, the rnodcl suggests a way of investigating residual traces with integration stud·· 
ics. Since the hi pole ccils require inputs on both sidc:o of their receptive fields to generate 
grouping boundaries, when the missing clement is located at one of the four corners of the 
matrix, no residual traces or grouping boundaries c;hcmld be produced in that location. Ail 
other rnatrix elernents should have either residual traces or stirnulus boundaries. 'J'hus, with 
practice, subjects rnay be able to nse the presenc.c of residual traces to help identify the 
location of the nrissing clement. 
4 Seeing vs. recognizing 
It rcrnains to say how BCS reset signals can be detected by an observer even if they clo 
not bind FCS brightness or color signals. Civen that BCS output signals are insensitive to 
contrast polarity, they do not carry their own visible signals. What kind of detection, then, 
can a BCS signal generate in the absence of FCS support? 
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'J'hc answer to this question depends upon how FACADE theory explains the difference 
between seeing and recogniy,ing (Grossberg, 1987a, 19SJ!l). For purposes of recognition, BCS 
signa.ls input directly to the Object llecognition Systcrn (ORS), thereby allowing recognition 
of boundary signals without requiring corresponding brightness or color percepts. T'he FCS 
can also directly input to the ORS, thereby facilitating recognition due to surface qualities 
such as brightness, color, ancl depth. Grossberg (1994) summariy,ed experimental evidence 
for BCS and FCS processing in the interblob and blob processing streaJlJS of the visual cortex, 
respectively, ancl for the ORS in the temporal cortex. 
· Figure 12 · 
Figure 12 schematiy,cs this global arc:hitcct.ure. 'J'he di:,;tinction between seeing, which oc 
curs in the FCS, and recognizing, which occurs in the ORS due to either FCS or HCS signals, 
is critical to understanding the propertic:,; of residual traces and orientat.ional aftereffect:,;. 
'I'his distinction Ira:,; a long history in visual perception, in rnodificd fonn, a:,; the distinction 
between :,;ccing and thinking, or the related distinction between rnoclal and arnodal percep-
tion (Epstein, 199:3; Gregory, 1 'l9:l; Kanizsa, 1979; I\ellrnan and Shipley, 1991; Michottc, 
'T'hincs, and Crabbe, 19()!J ). Properties of the BCS, FCS, and C)HS help to rc:,;olve cont.ro-
vcr:;ic:; that. st.ill persist. based on thc:,;c cla:,;sical concepts. F'or cxa.rnplc, the BCS explicates 
why all boundary scgmcntat.ion:,; arc pcrccptua.lly invi:,;iblc, or amodal, clue to the fact. t.hat. 
ncs output. signa.l:,; arc in:,;cnsitive t.o contrast polarity. 'rhcsc invisible :,;cgrncntat.ions can 
nonetheless generate large act.iva.t.ions of ons recognition codes, so one can "know" a.bout a, 
segmentation that one cannot "sec". 'I'Irc FCS can generate visible surface representations 
because its output signals arc senoitivc to contrast polarity. The theory prc'dicts that, when 
we occ a boundary, it is becauoc there is a discontinuity in fillccJ .. in surface qualities like 
brightness or color within the FCS due to signa.Js frorn the BCS that prevent filling-in across 
the intervening bomHiary. T'hu:,; the BCS :,;upports visible, or modal, boundary perception in 
the FCS, but is not itself a substrate of visible rl)prescntation:,;. BCS -> OHS signalo permit 
detection of a residual trace or afterimage even if it i:,; not supported by discontinuit.ics in 
the filled-in FCS surface representation. In other words, a residual trace can be a.rnodally 
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registered by a "cognitive" process of object recognition even if it is not modally seen as a 
surface brightness difference. Furthermore, some residual traces can be arnoclally rccogni~cd 
even if they do not generate long-tenn aJterirnages. 
The rnodcl distinction between amodal recognition of residual traces via BCS <-> ORS 
interactions and modal perception of persistence via BCS <-> FCS interactions may help to 
clarify the difference between visible persistence, whose duration varies inversely with stim-
ulus intensity, and subsequent nonvisiblc processes, whose duration rnay vary direct.ly with 
intensity. Various author:; have posited :;uch a nonvisible process to decode the infonnation 
in a display, whether as a "nonvisible trace" (Sperling, I 9G7), a "nonvisible identity code" (Ir-
win and Yeomans, 1986b), or as "infonnational persistence" (Colthea.rt, HJ80). See DiLollo 
and Bi:;chof (1995) for an excellent review. 'J'hc present account ;;ugge;;ts that there aloo 
exists a. nonvisiblc trace whose duration varie:; directly with intensity and that is arnodally 
rccogni~ed, but that, in itself, doc;; not pla.y a role in proce;;;;ing the infonnation in the visible 
trace. 
5 Conclusions 
'fhe FACADE rnodcl conceptually linko disparate data on the spatial and dynarnic propcrtic:; 
of visual procc;;sing at :;tinmlus of[;;et. 'vVc have shown that the dynarnic properties of reset 
signals ma.y be used to explain and clarify evidence of corLica.l aJterimages. Figures 9 and 10 
suggest that the maiu qualitative difference between the orienta.tional afterirna.ges studied by 
MacKay (1957) and the re:;idual traces studied by Long and McCarthy (.1982) is the spatial 
orga.ni~ation of the reset signals generated at stimulus offset. According t.o the model, when 
the reset signals have a. spatial structure that can produce a segrncnta.tion, subjects should 
perceive an orient.ationa.l afterimage, which in tire current simulations cannot bind color and 
brightness percepts. On the other hand, when the reset signals have a spatial structure that 
cannot produce a segmentation., subjects should recognize the reset signals as a. residual trace 
produced by the stirnulus ofFset, but should not perceive a. coherent scgrnentation that binds 
color and brightness. 
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In all these simulations, our intention has been to show how the qualitative properties 
of the model conceptually clarify diverse data sets, rather than to produce a precise quan-
titative fit to any one piece of the data. Indeed, tbc rnoclel simplifications (e.g., only two 
orientations) necessary to make the computation;; feasible make a search for optimal pararn-
ctcrs premature. As noted in Francis el a.!. ( 1994 ), the rnodel properties are robust across a 
wide range of pararnctcr choices. 
The rnodcllinks these apparently disparate sets of data with additional data on the per-
sistence of segrncntation;; (Francis cl a.!., 19\J4; Francis, 1994), ternporal integration (Francis, 
1995a), and rnctacontrast masking (Franci;;, 199:)b ). The simulation characteristics used to 
explain the dynamic processing of visual irna.gcs remain consistent with, and depend upon, 
the theory's previous explanations of illusory contours (Gro:;sbcrg and Mingolla, 1\JS:ia), 
texture segregation (Cro;;sbcrg and lVJingolla, 1985b), shapc-frorn-slrading (Gro;;sbcrg and 
IV!ingolla, 1987), :3-D vision (Grossberg, 1987b, 199:3, 199;J), and rnotion processing (Gross-
berg, 1991; Francis and Grossberg, 1995), arnong others. 'J'hc unifying conceptual links 
between these cla.ta sets t.ha.t. a.rc provided by the model have already begun to suggest fertile 
new lines of CX[Jerirncnt.al inquiry. 
A Appendix 
'J'hc network equations and para.nrctcrs are idcnlical to those used in Francis cl al. (1994). 
They arc reprinted here to make the cnrrcnt paper c;clf-containcd. 
A.l Network equations 
Level 0: Im.a.gc Plane. 
Each pixel has a value associated with rctinallwninance. We describe the pixel-lmninancc 
values of the difFerent stimuli used in t.hc simulations below. 
Level I: Center-Surround Cells. 
'I'hc activity Xi, of a Level I cell centered at position (i,.i) obeys a shunting on-center, 
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off-surround equation 
d)(l 1 1 "' 
- 1_ ') = -- x:,1 + (A - ).;:_,:i) L B,.ir"J"" --- ( )\.}:i + C') I: D,Jt,,1 '~''I, ( l pq }Hj ( 1 ) 
where 11,'1 is the retinal luminance at position (p,q), A is the maxin1un1 activity of the cell, 
-Cis the minimum activity of the cell, and 
(2) 
. -2 . ' . 2 . 2 D;jpq = D cxp[-/:1 log 2[(z- p) + (J- q) ]] (3) 
arc excitatory and inhibitory Gaussian weighting !'unctions, respectively. 'fhc tcnn log 2 
rnca.ns the parameters o: and j] set the radius of their respective C:aussia.ns at half strength. 
Para.rneter0 .JJ a.nd ]) arc con0tant scaling terms. 
'I'o save computation, the equilibrium response of the differential equation i:; found by 
setting the left hand :;ide of equation (1) equal to zero. 'I'hc resulting algebraic: equation can 
be solved to lind 
,-] .A L.pr; 13i.ipq1pq - C Lpq JJ.i.iJ)tfi/)(j \. = -----~-·-. ~----~-~.-
- '.1 1.0 + LJHJ(Bijpq + D;_iJHJ)1,q . 
(4) 
'I'hc activities of cells at this level share sorr1e key propcrtic:; with those found in ganglion cell:; 
or LGN (Grossberg and 'fodorovic:, 1988). No ofJ'.-ccnter on-:;urround cells were irnplcrnentcd 
in our simulations. 
Level .?: Oriented Simple CelLo. 
'J'he following equations define oriented simple cells that an~ centered at position (i.,j) 
with preferred orientation k. 'I'o create a. vertically oriented input field, or in-field, that i:; 
specific to the polarity of the lurninance gradient, divide an elongated region into a. ldt half 
/,:_;k a.nd a right half ll;;k· Add np the weighted snn1 of the Level 1 inputs within the range 
of the left side 
Fi.ik = L E'ijpq-);/;(j (5) 
JHJEL 1Jk 
and the right side 
(6) 
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of the region, with 
(7) 
decreasing for inputs further away from the oriented center-line of the in-field the pararnctcr 
1 controls the rate of fall off. Then a simple cell that is selectively responsive to a bright-to-
dark luminance gradient obeys the differential equation 
l v28D C _c'\ -ijk ,2BJ] -, --~ + 
·· II = ~X,.ik + [F:_ik ~ C:jk] , 
(. 
(8) 
where [p]+ = max(p, 0). A cell re:::ponsive to a dark-to-bright lurninancc gradient obey::: the 
equation 
1 v2DB ( "'-i.ik• v2DB [c·· I' ]+ 
= -_./\_i.ik + Jijk -- 1ijk ' 
ell 
'J'o save conrputation, the activitie;; of these cells were computed at equilibriunr as 
and 
Level S: Oriented Ccnnplr::r Cells. 
v2BJJ ~ [Ji'.. (' . j+ 
. .'\ijk - ·- 1Jk- -1 -l}k ) 
v2DB [C'' 1' J+ /\_i.ik = -1 i.iJ.:- ''·i.ik . 
(9) 
(10) 
( I I ) 
Each cell in Level :3 becomes in:;ensitivc to the polarity of contrast by sumrning the 
rectified activities of the cells in Level 2 of the sanre location and orientation. r-;ach Level :3 
cell oiJcys the difl'e:rcntial equation 
dX};~c_ = ~ y:l + !'! ( y:2BO -I- v2DB) 
1 "''7k -- ~ l'Jk ./'-z7k · d . . . (12) 
l'ararnel.er Il scales tire activities of the input signals to the cornplcx cell. 
Level ,f.· Jiabitua/ivc '!Joiznsmi/l.er C:alcs. 
'I'he signal in each oriented pathway is gated, or rnuiUplicd, by a habituativc tran:;rnitter 
which obeys the equation (Grossberg, 1972) 
d)('l . . . 
-----'.l}c_ ~ )' [J ( ';f ~ V'l ) ~ (X3 + J) v-1 l 
I --\. j ~·l. _/~iJ~' i:/; ' j"-·iJ);. (/ . . .I . (H) 
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'fhis equation says that the arnount of available transmitter X;t;k accmnulatcs to the level 
M, via tcnn K l{M ·- Xi;k), and is inactivated by mass action at rate 1\(X?ik + J));;:ik' 
where J is the tonic input of a gated dipole and Xi'ik is its phasic increment. We set the rate 
K much smaller than 1.0 so that these equations operate on a slower time scale than the 
equations describing cell activities. At the beginning of each simulation, each transmitter 
value is set to the non-stimulated equilibrium value )(iik = LM/(L + J). 
hvel 5: Fir·st. Com.pcli.tivc Stage of I!ypercomplcl: Cells. 
'I'he gated signals of a fixed orientation corn pete via. on-center off-surround spatial inter-
actions. Along with the tonic signal corning up through the habituative transrnit.Lers, each 
cell also receives a tonic input which supports clisinhibitory activations at the next cornpet-
itive stage (see Grossberg and Mingo II a, 198:3a, 1985b ). 'l'lw activity of a Level 5 cell obeys 
the differential equation 
( Jil) 
where -XF;k models passive decay, the pa.ran1cter J cstabliohes a non-zero basc.lincof activity 
for the cell, the tenn ()(j~ik + J)X;1;k is the gated excitatory input from the lower level at 
the same position and orientation, the tcnn NX~ik is a feedback signal frorn the higher 
level cell of the same position a.ncl orientation, and the term X?;k Lpq P;:ipq(x;;qk + .J)x;~qk 
is the inhibitory input from the lower level cells of' the sarnc orientation and nc~arby spatial 
positions. 'fhc inhibitory weights fall off' in strength a:; the spatial distance between cells 
increases, a.s in 
I' 1) . . [ (--21. ')[( · ··)2 ( · )2]] · i:i1" 1 = . cxp -o og ~ 1. - ]J + .J - If , ( 15) 
where P scales the strength of the inhibition, and o controls the spread. 
For the simulations in this paper, the dilfercnt.ial equation was solved at equilibrium as 
(!G) 
Level 6: Second Competitive Stage of /Jypcreo·m.ple:c Cells. 
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The output signals from the first competitive stage cornpete across orientation at each 
position. 'l'he activity of a cell receiving this competition obeys the differential equation 
l v(i (./\._i-1),- ·(' r .1: 
. \o I ~ ( V Q \><I ) ~1~ = -~-"-i1·r: -r _/\.ijk- J\_iil\. ri · · ( 17) 
where xp,k and )(J'H represent orthogonal orientations. 
. .I 
Level 'l: Coopcraii·oe Uipolc Cells and Spatial hnpcnclrabilily. 
'l'he next level uses a. sirnplificcl version of bipole cells. As in Level 1, we divide t.hc in-
field of each horizontal bipole ceil into a ldt side Li.ik and a right side n,:ik (top and bot.tonr 
for vertically oriented bipoie cells). Each bipolc cell then surns up excitatory like-oriented 
signals a.ncl inhibitory orthogonally-oriented signals within each side. A slower-than-linear 
boml(lcd function squashes the net signal of each side. We then sc)t the output threshold or 
the hi pole cells so that boundaries rnust stinntl<lte both sides of the receptive field l'or the cell 
t.o generate an output signal. The differential equation describing each bipolc cell activity is 
whc~rc 
Qw f(w) = ~-
1.0 + 1() 
(LS) 
(19) 
acts to squash the net input. on each side of the hipolc cell's receptive field so that it. never 
exceeds the value of parameter Q. Grossberg and Mingolla (J985b) usc a rnorc cmnplica.tcd 
hipoie cell. 'J'hcir bipole cells receive excitatory inputs frorn a range of orientations that 
arc weighted by a function that. decreases with spatial distance frorn (i,.i) and orientational 
difference from k. Grossberg and !'vlingolla (L985b) usc these features to expla.in a variety 
of grouping phcnornena, but sirnplcr bipoic cells su!Ticc to sirnulate the basic properties of 
boundary signal persistence. 
Level 8: Spatial Sharpening. 
Output signals frorn the bipoie cells arc threshoided to prevent feedback unless inputs 
activate both sides. 'J'hcse output signals then undergo a spatial sharpening rrnrch as in 
the first. competitive stage of Level 5. 'I'hc activities or cells in Level 8 obey the differential 
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equation 
dxrik - v8 [ v7 !']+ xs "' '/'[ v7 + 
- 1-.-- --.-'\_-iJk + / ... 'i.ik- · t - ·i.ik ~ ·· ~·"-pqh- ·- R] !/. ,, pqE,.J,J (20) 
where pararncter R is the output threshold for bipolc cells, parameter T scales the strength 
of the spatial inhibition, and S,:i is the eight nearest neighbors to pixel (i.,j). 'fhesc signals 
are scaled by pararnctcr N before feeding back to the cells in Level 5 to close the feedback 
loop, 
A.2 Stimuli and parameters 
'fbis section describes the stimuli and rneasurcs used in the simulations. 'l'he equations and 
parameters for the simulations arc the same as in Francis cia!. (1994), except as clcscribcd 
below. 'J'hc Francis cl al. (1994) pa.rarnetcrs arc: A = 67.:), B = 2.5, C = GO.O, 1J = 
CUJ5,ll = O.l,J = 20.0,1{ = 0.0003,L = :J.O,M = 5.0,!V = J:3.0,P = O.Cl005,Q = 0.5,H = 
0.61, T = O.:l, et = 0.5, (J = 3.0, 1 = L5, b = :LO. Each side, Li:ik and R,_;k, of the oriented 
rnasks in Level 2 were rectangle' of 4 x 1 pixels in 'i%e. Each side of a bipole cell was restricted 
to a single column (vertical) or row (hori%ontal) extending 18 pixels frorn the position of the 
bipolc ceiL 
For all stirnuli, dark means 0.000001 sirnulatcd foot larnberts. The stirnuli for the sinr· 
ulation results shown in Figmes 2c,d consisted of dark squares (2Ci x 2G pixels) on a bright 
background (5.0 or 15.0 simulated foot lambert:o). 'I'hesc stimuli cover the range of lurni-
nances and durations used by Long and McCarthy (Hl82). Persistence of :ocgrncntation offset 
was rnea:oured by noting the tirne beyond stimulus off,et when all the scgrnentation signals 
(activities in Level 6) matching the local orientations proclnced during stirnulus presentation 
dropped below a constant threshold value of 0.05 units. Dmation of reset signals (residual 
traces) was rneasurecl by noting the tirne beyond stirnulus olf'sct when all the reset signals 
(Level 6 activities with local orientations opposite those procluced during stirnulus presenta-
tion) dropped below the sarne threshold value. For the simulations sunrmari%cd in Figures 
2c and 2f, the threshold value was 0.09 instead of O.Oti, and the following pararne1,er changes 
were made: 13=0.5, D=O.Ol, and I<=O.OO:l; all other parameters rcrnained the sarnc. 
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'l'he simulations that produced Figmcs 9 and 10 differed slightly frorn the simulations 
described in Francis cl al. (1994) and the other simulations reported here. In these simu-
lations, each bormdary signal sent to a bipolc cell of the opposite orientation is rnultiplicd 
by the value ten [see equation (18)]. 'J'his weighting describes the strength of spatial im.pen-
ctmbili!y, which prevents the creation of spurious segmentations (Grossberg and Mingolla, 
1985b ). 'J'his property was not relevant in previous studies, but it is here. Such a. pararnetcr 
change in no way modifies the qualitative properties of the simulation results reported in 
Francis ct al. (1994) or in the other simulations reported here, although the quantitative 
values produced would differ. Since the rnodel is now at the stage or explaining large bodies 
of qua.litativc cla.ta properties, no loss is cauned by this parameter change. 
'I' he stimulus for Figure I 0 was a clark sqnarc (26 x 2Ci pixels) on a. bright (2.0 foot 
lambc:rts) background present l"or 50 simulated milliseconds. The stirnulus l"or Figure 9 was 
a. series of four concentric, bright (0.2G simulated foot lanrberts), outline squares, one pixel 
wide each, separated by three pixels of dark background present for two sirnulat.ed seconds. 
All eqna.t.ions were solved using Euler's rncthod with a step si7-C of 0.01 time nnits. Cell 
activities were checked every 0.1 tirne nnits (one sirnula.tcd rnillisccond) to measure~ [JC:r-
sistcncc of the signals. All sirnulations were perforrned on a Silicon Graphics Indy JUJOOO 
SC workstation. The data in ]<'igurcs I 0 and 9 were gcnerat.ecl with t.he graphing prograrn 
NXJ'lot~JD (Ludtke, 1992). 
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Figure Captions 
Figure L Prolonged fixation followed by offset of a. set of concentric circles produces an 
afterimage with a radial organization. 
Figure 2. (a) Heoponsc latency to target offoet when subjects respond to perceived off-
set. (b) Response latency to target offset when subjects respond to any residual trace of 
the target. [All data <U'C replotted with pennission from Long and McCarthy (1982).] (c) 
Sirnula.tion results measuring the persistence of segmentation signals. (d) Simulation results 
measuring the duration of reset signals. (c) and (f) 'I'he same qualitative characteristics exist 
in model simulations with a different set of pararncters. 
Figure 3. Boundary Contour System with embedded gated dipoles. [Reprinted from Francis 
ct ai. (1994) with permission.] 
Figure 4. Binding or ca.pture of FCS c;igna.ls by BCS signals. Each nronocular pathway of the 
FCS contains stages of on--center off-surround intera.ct.ions, which detect spatial changco in 
activity, and filling-in domains where activities clifin:><~ across regions defined by BCS signals. 
The resulting interactions force the filled-in binocnlar surface representation to correspond 
to the organization of the boundary signak See text for details. 
Figure 5. A demonstration of boundary erosion. Solid squares indicate positive activity 
of Level (i boundary cells (c;cc the Appendix). 'I'he smaller clots m.ark pixel locations. (a) 
Stimulus input to the network, a. bright c;quarc orr a dark background. (b) Boundary rec;ponsc 
to the square shortly after the input returnc; to the background level. (c) Boundary signals 
c;tart to erode frorn the corners of the square toward the rniddle of the contours. (d) Boundary 
erosion ic; alrnoc;t complete. [Reprinted from .Francis ei ai. (19~H) with permission.] 
Figure 6. Scherna.tic dia.grarn of how the dynarnics of the binding process after stirnulus 
offset control visual persistence. (a) When boundaries are strong and bind FCS activities, the 
binocular FCS activities arc strong. (b) As boundariec; erode, they less effectively bind FCS 
activities, and so the binocular FCS activities weaken. (c) As boundaries erode further, they 
cannot bind FCS activiticc; at all, so the binocular FCS activities disappear. Disappc.arance 
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of binocular FCS activiticc; corrcspondo to perceived offoet of the stirnuluc;. 
Figure 7. At, stirrmlus offset, a gated dipole circuit produces a. transient rebound of ac-
tivity in the non-stimulated opponent. pathway. [Reprinted frorn Francie; e/. al. (1994) with 
permission.] 
Figure 8. (a) A horizontal input excites a horizontal bipolc cell that supportr; persistence. 
(b) Upon of[c;ct of the horizontal input, a rebound of activity in the vertical pathway inhibitc; 
the horiwntal bipolc cell. 'fhio inhibition rcsct.s the hyr;tcrcsis of the feedback loop and 
reduces persistence. [Reprinted from Francis et al. (1991) with permission.] 
Figure 9. 'I'hc c;pat,ia.J organization of segmentation and reset c;ignals for a set of concentric 
out.linc squares. Gray level codes local orientations. Black = horizontal. White = vertical. 
Middle gray = no local orientation. (a) While the stirrmlus is present., the boundary seg-
mentation follows the luminance edges. Local orientations agree with global orientations. 
(b) After stimulus offset, reset. signals appear. Along the center axes of the image, the local 
and global orientations rna.tch, thereby allowing the BCS to generate segmentations at those 
regions. These segmentations correspond to the perceived orient.ational afterimage. seconds. 
(c) Even as the rcr;ct signals fade away, the aftcrirnage segmentation persists. 
Figure 10. 'J'he spatial organi~ation of scgnwntation and reset signa.Js for a. cla.rk squan: 
on a bright background. Gray level codes local orientations. Black = hori~ontal. vVhitc ~~ 
vertical. Middle gray= no local orientation. (a) While the stimulus is present, the boundary 
segrncntation outlines the luminance edges. Local orientations agree with global orientations. 
(b) Later, aJter boundary cros.ion, only reset signals remain. 'J'he local orientation of the 
reset. signals is in conflict with the global organi~ation of the signals, so the BCS cannot 
generate a, segrnenta.tion. 
Figure II. Schenra.tic of the rnodc.l's rer;ponse to an integration display where the subject 
rnust identify the location of the missing elerncnt from the two frames. (a) For ;;hort.lSls, the 
BCS signals arc uninfonnativc because of int.cr-clcrnent. boundaries, while the FCS signals 
allow easy identification. (b) For long ISis, the BCS signals arc again uninfonnat.ive (dec;pite 
long-lasting reset signals coded as gray outlines) and FCS sigm1.l0 arc also uninformative. 
Figure 12. Signalc; in the FCS correspond to percept;; of smfacc brightness, color, a.llCl 
Cortiu1l clymunics of reset- July 21, 1995 ;)7 
depth. Bcmnclary segrnentation 0ignals in the BCS control the FCS percepts. i\n Object 
Recognition Systcnr (ORS) can recognize the spatialla.yout of oriented BCS signals even if 
no associated brightnclis or color percepts are generated in the FCS. 
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